
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AzetX distributor in Norway 
tel. +47 92656960 

email: post@sportteamconnect.com 
website: www.sportteamconnect.com 

 

 
Offer: 

 
 

Option I        76.500,- NOK + transport costs  
 
This set includes Azetx Floorball rink Prestige 20m x 40m, 
certificated by IFF and 2pcs of monolith goals 115x160 with IFF. 
Floorball rink includes 52 pcs of straight elements, 8 pcs of corners 
and 4pcs of Azetx tees. All elements are packed on two trolleys. Goals 
have nets and drop nets in set. This set is ready to use on tournament. 
All IFF elements have sticker with number of certificate.  
 
 
 
Option II                                              78.750,- NOK + transport costs 
 
This set includes Azetx Floorball rink Prestige 20m x 40m, 
certificated by IFF and 2pcs of collapsible goals 115x160 with IFF. 
Floorball rink includes 52 pcs of straight elements, 8 pcs of corners 
and 4pcs of Azetx tees. All elements are packed on two trolleys. Goals 
have nets and drop nets in set. Collapsible goals elements are easy to 
connect.  
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Option III      81.000,- NOK + transport costs 
This set includes Azetx Floorball rink Extreme 20m x 40m , 
certificated by IFF and 2pcs of monolith goals 115x160 with IFF. 
Floorball rink includes 52 pcs of straight elements, 8 pcs of corners 
and 4pcs of Azetx tees. All elements are packed on two trolleys. Goals 
have nets and drop nets in set.  
 
Extreme uses high quality material resistant to impact, and the 
additional advantage is the possibility to use band for floorball in 
subzero temperatures. The material used for production is softer less 
resistant to mechanical scratches, than the copolymer in the band 
Prestige. It comes in black or natural milky color. Polyethylene has a 
higher bending strength as compared with the copolymers used in the 
bands Prestige. 
 
 
 
Option IV             83.250,- NOK + transport costs     
 
Set includes Azetx Floorball rink Extreme 20m x 40m , certificated by 
IFF and 2pcs of collapsible goals 115x160 with IFF. Floorball rink 
includes 52 pcs of straight elements, 8 pcs of corners and 4pcs of 
Azetx tees. All elements are packed on two trolleys. Goals have nets 
and drop nets in set. Collapsible goals elements are easy to connect.  
 
Extreme uses high quality material resistant to impact, and the 
additional advantage is the possibility to use band for floorball in 
subzero temperatures. The material used for production is softer less 
resistant to mechanical scratches, than the copolymer in the band 
Prestige. It comes in black or natural milky color. Polyethylene has a 
higher bending strength as compared with the copolymers used in the 
bands Prestige. 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Option V Goalkeeper equipment     1.540,- NOK + transport costs 
 
This set includes goalkeeper jersey and waistcoat, short and black 
Azetx helmet. We have three different models of jerseys. The jersey’s 
front protects the goalkeeper against powerful ball hits. There is a 
foam (bordered both-side, 10mm thick) sewn under the fabric. The 
effect of such application makes goalies no longer have to use 
additional protective waistcoats. Qmax goalkeeper shorts have high 
belt on the rubber.  Trousers front protected by inside foam along the 
entire length of leg, the rear part secured in the upper part, special 
indestructible and very slippery protective material on knees.  It does 
not require the use of knee pads under the shorts, stretching in the 
crotch area. Azetx helmet is made of ABS material, resistant to impact.  
 
 
Option VI Goalkeeper equipment          1.710,- NOK + transport costs 
 
This set includes goalkeeper jersey and waistcoat, shorts, black Azetx 
helmet, protector and goalkeeper gloves. We have three different 
models of jerseys. The jersey’s front protects the goalkeeper against 
powerful ball hits. There is a foam (bordered both-side, 10mm thick) 
sewn under the fabric. The effect of such application makes goalies no 
longer have to use additional protective waistcoats. Qmax goalkeeper 
shorts have high belt on the rubber. Trousers front protected by 
inside foam along the entire length of leg, the rear part secured in the 
upper part, special indestructible and very slippery protective 
material on knees. It does not require the use of knee pads under the 
shorts, stretching in the crotch area. Azetx helmet is made of ABS 
material, resistant to impact. 
 
Protector It's is basic equipment for the goalkeeper who can always 
be exposed to painful injuries caused by the lack of the lower 
protector. The whole is made on the basis of gum, the central part 
equipped with a plastic protector, adjustable in all sizes. Goalkeeper 
gloves – reputable KEEPER trademark, made of high quality 
materials. Punching protection, fit excellent. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Option VII Maestro Sticks Set                6.975,- NOK + transport costs 
 
Maestro Sticks Set includes 30 pcs of Carbon sticks. 
Qmax Maestro Carbon Stick has been equipped with a blade Star type 
from PP. The stick contains 100% carbon fiber – carbon. Thanks to 
the carbon fiber the stick is very lightweight, yet incredibly durable. 
Qmax Maestro Stick has been approved by IFF. The grip in this model 
is high quality, 1.8 mm thick, in black color. 
Max length of the stick – 98 cm Weight – 230 g 
 
 
Option VIII  Bueno Sticks Set                    6.975,- NOK + transport costs 
 
Bueno Sticks Set includes 30 pcs of Carbon sticks. 
For Qmax BUENO Carbon model we used a blade Bueno type from PP. 
The stick contains 100% carbon fiber – carbon. Thanks to the carbon 
fiber the stick is very lightweight, yet incredibly durable. The grip in 
this model is high quality, 1.8 mm thick in white and yellow colors. 
Qmax Bueno Stick has been approved by IFF. Qmax Bueno Stick is 
AZETX’s flagship product. Bueno blade is the culmination of several 
months of work on the project of a perfect blade. 
Max length of the stick – 98 cm Weight – 230 g 
 
Option IX Astro Sticks Set                     6.525,- NOK + transport costs 
 
Astro Sticks Set includes 30 pcs of Carbon sticks. 
Astro Black grip stick - Carbon - IFF certified is the newest model of 
stick which based on Carbon shaft – max 101cm long. You can choose 
between Carbon Oval. Aramid shaft is also available. Astro Blade – 
untypical project – unique among others because its different degrees 
of hardness. The blade is very durable and is reinforced in place 
where is installed with the shaft – very deep handle. 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Option X Qmax Ball Set                         2.475,- NOK + transport costs 
 
This set includes 350 pcs of Qmax Star Ball with IFF.  
You no longer have to worry that your ball will break on the welding. 
Qmax company completed its work on new flooraball balls. Its final 
product is the latest Qmax Ball. The proof of quality and 
workmanship precision is IFF Certificate (Cert. No. 349106) 


